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Abstract

Supervision seems to be an essential part of therapist training and thus also of imple-

menting evidence-based practices. However, there is a shortage of valid and reliable

instruments for objective assessment of supervision competence that include both

global measures and frequency counts of behaviour—two essential aspects of super-

visory competence. This study tests the internal consistency and inter-rater reliability

of an assessment tool that includes both these measures. Additionally, strategies and

techniques used by 10 supervisors in 35 Motivational interviewing supervision ses-

sions are described. Codings were conducted after two separate coding training ses-

sions. The internal consistency across the global measures was acceptable (α = 0.70;

0.71). After the second training, the inter-rater reliabilities for all frequency counts

were in the moderate to good range, except for two that were in the poor range;

inter-rater reliability for one of the four global measures was in the moderate range,

and three were in the poor range. A prerequisite for identifying specific supervisor

skills central to the development of therapist skills, teaching these skills to supervi-

sors and performing quality assurance of supervision, is to create instruments that

can measure these behaviours. This study is a step in that direction.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Clinical supervision and consultation is often recognized as a central

part of therapist training and thus also as a cornerstone of implemen-

tation and dissemination of evidence-based practice (EBP) (American

Psychological Association, 2015; Tugendrajch et al., 2021). The terms

are sometimes used interchangeably. However, supervision is more

often referred to when clinicians on a continuous basis are supervised

within their organization, while the term consultation more often

refers to external support provided within dissemination and imple-

mentation efforts (Nadeem et al., 2013). Since the term supervision is

more generally applied, in this work, that term is used throughout.

Historically, few systematic studies have been conducted on the

effects of clinical supervision on therapist competence and/or client

outcome. However, there is some research, of varying quality, that

provides some support for supervision effects on supervisees

(Alfonsson et al., 2018; Barrett et al., 2020; Barwick et al., 2012;

Bradley & Becker, 2021; de de Roten et al., 2013; Hoge et al., 2011;
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Kuhne et al., 2019; Madson et al., 2019; Milne et al., 2011; Park

et al., 2019; Schwalbe et al., 2014; Spence et al., 2012). Yet, a recent

review of reviews of research on clinical supervision from 1995 to

2019 concluded that the evidence supporting supervision impact on

supervisee and client outcomes is weak at best, and that methodologi-

cal problems are still hampering the field (Watkins, 2020). These

methodological problems are often described as a lack of random

assignment and control conditions, reliance on self-report measures,

as well as a lack of objective observational approaches and supervi-

sion instruments that are reliable and valid (Bearman et al., 2017;

Madson et al., 2019; Watkins, 2020).

1.1 | Measures of supervisor competence

A plethora of instruments measuring different aspects of supervision

practice and process exists (Gonsalvez, 2021; Ottman et al., 2020;

Wheeler & Barkham, 2014). Most of these instruments have been

used in only one study and focus on only one or a few aspects

(e.g., knowledge, attitudes, technical/relational skills, working alliance,

meta-competencies, reflective practice and/or professional well-

being) (Gonsalvez, 2021). Additionally, most measures consist of ques-

tionnaires designed to be used by supervisees, peer supervisors

and/or supervisors themselves, and only a few of them have estab-

lished psychometric properties (Gonsalvez, 2021; Gonsalvez

et al., 2020). However, some observational tools for evaluating super-

vision have been reported: Teacher's PETS (Milne et al., 2002), the

Supervisory Competency Scale (SCS) (Kennerley et al., 2010), the short

Supervision: Adherence and Guidance Evaluation: SAGE (Short-SAGE)

(Reiser et al., 2018) and The Moeller, Moerch, Rosenberg Supervision

Scale (MMRSS) (Moeller et al., 2020). Most of these instruments are

extensive and contain many behavioural categories and items, which

can make them difficult to use. Additionally, none of them include any

frequency counts of behaviour.

Objective behavioural frequency counts and the more subjective

ratings of categories in global rating scales both have their advantages

and disadvantages. Frequency counts simply mean tallying every time

a behaviour occurs during a certain period of time. They are relatively

easy to use and can reflect occurrence of behaviours in an intuitive,

straightforward way. Frequency counts can also provide a direct mea-

sure of the amount of a behaviour performed over a period of time—

usually central for training of supervisors as the goal is often to

increase or decrease a certain behaviour. Global rating scales instead

involve classifying several different behaviours into discrete catego-

ries, in order to judge overall performances in each category in accor-

dance with a predetermined scale. The methods estimates are often

highly correlated (Kramer Schmidt et al., 2019; Moyers &

Manuel, 2016; van der van der Vleuten et al., 2010), but research also

shows that frequency counts tend do better in attaining good reliabil-

ity (Gill et al., 2019; Kramer Schmidt et al., 2019; van der van der

Vleuten et al., 2010) and that global ratings usually better discriminate

between levels of expertise (Norman, 2005; van der van der

Vleuten & Schuwirth, 2005; van der van der Vleuten et al., 2010).

In order to operationalize, evaluate and standardize specific super-

visor competencies, valid, reliable and user friendly assessment tools

that include both global measures and frequency counts of behaviour

are highly needed. The Evaluation of Supervisory Skills and Adherence

manual (ESSA) is a new behaviour-based coding system that provides

both these measures, developed as a tool for evaluating supervisors'

skills (i.e., the skillfulness with which the supervisory intervention is

delivered) and adherence (i.e., the degree to which the supervisory

intervention is delivered as intended). The primary aim of the current

study was to test the internal consistency and inter-rater reliability of

ESSA, and to describe the strategies and techniques used by supervi-

sors in a Swedish Motivational interviewing (MI) implementation study.

2 | METHOD

2.1 | Procedure

Data in this study were retrieved from a MI implementation study

conducted in five county councils across Sweden (ClinicalTrials.gov:

NCT01197027). In the original study (Beckman, Forsberg,

et al., 2017b), 174 practitioners were randomized to regular county

council MI training or regular county council MI training followed by

six monthly sessions of individual telephone MI supervision. Written

informed consent was obtained from all practitioners (the Regional

Ethical Review Board in Stockholm, Sweden; 2012/2195–31/5). The

MI supervision group (n = 98) recorded seven 20-min telephone MI

sessions together with actors playing standardized clients, followed

by supervision after six of these. The supervision sessions were

30 min long and manual-based. The manual comprised an introduc-

tion, a collaboratively sat agenda, reviewing of homework and activi-

ties for supervisees' reflection and practice. Details of the manual are

described elsewhere (Beckman, Forsberg, et al., 2017b). A total of

12 trained MI supervisors at the Motivational Interviewing Quality

Assurance (MIQA) group at Karolinska Institutet in Sweden worked

with the monthly supervision sessions. At monthly intervals

Key Practitioner Message

• There is a lack of valid and reliable instruments for objec-

tive assessment of supervision that include both global

measures and frequency counts of behaviour.

• The Evaluation of Supervisory Skills and Adherence manual

(ESSA) is a relatively short supervision assessment tool

with acceptable psychometric properties that can be used

within all forms and types of supervision.

• The instrument captures key elements in evidence- and

competence-based frameworks for supervision and can

be used as a self-assessment tool for supervisors or as an

objective measure of supervision integrity in teaching,

research and quality assurance of supervision.
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throughout the study period, based on self-selected recordings of

their supervision sessions, the MI supervisors also received group

supervision lead by a senior MI supervisor at MIQA. This study used a

random sample of 35 of the self-selected supervision session record-

ings, provided by 10 of the MI supervisors.

2.2 | Instrument

The ESSA manual was developed as a tool for structured feedback to

MI supervisors, both for group and individual sessions, and as a mea-

sure of supervision integrity in clinical MI-trials. However, the manual

can be used within all forms and types of supervision. It includes both

global measures and frequency counts of supervisors' behaviour, and is

based on the components included in evidence- and competence-

based frameworks for supervision (e.g., American Psychological

Association, 2015; Borders et al., 2014; Falender & Shafranske, 2014;

Martino et al., 2008; Milne & Reiser, 2012; Roth & Pilling, 2007; The

Psychology Board of Australia, 2013). The conceptualization and devel-

opment of the manual were also inspired by the MI coding instruments

produced by the University of New Mexico Center on Alcoholism, Sub-

stance Abuse and Addictions at The University of New Mexico

(e.g., Moyers & Manuel, 2005, 2016). ESSA assesses two dimensions of

supervisors' skills and adherence: (1) Specific Supervisor Behaviours,

which reflect the frequency of the supervisors' utterances coded in

eight behavioural categories: Objective Monitoring (when the supervisor

refers to actual behaviours in some form); Educating (when the supervi-

sor provides method-related knowledge); Prompting (when the supervi-

sor nudges the supervisee in the right direction); Modelling Skills (when

the supervisor provides demonstrations of skills); Eliciting Skills or

Potentials (supervisor's questions in order to promote self-reflection in

areas of proficiency); Positive Feedback (when the supervisor verbally

reinforces supervisee behaviours); Corrective Feedback, (when the

supervisor highlights behaviours that can be improved); and Other

Utterances (all supervisor utterances that do not fall under any other

category); and (2) Global Supervisor Behaviours, which reflect the overall

assessment of the supervisor's performance on a five-point scale in

four different categories: Structures and Directs the Session (how the

supervisor directs the session structure and content); Specifies a Train-

ing Focus (how the supervisor clarifies and organizes supervisee prac-

tice); Performs Active Training (how the supervisor performs active

leaning activities); and Promotes a Learning Environment (how the super-

visor works with the supervisees' sense of competence, intention to

use the method, and aspiration to continuously develop and improve).

Both the Specific Supervisor Behaviours and the Global Supervisor Behav-

iours are coded during a single review of a recorded supervision ses-

sion. If the recording is 20–30 min long, the entire session is coded. If

the recording is longer, a maximum of 30 min of the session is coded.

The length of the coded segment is specified in the protocol. The ESSA

manual and protocol can be downloaded and used without cost at:

https://www.miqagruppen.org/pdf/manualer-protokoll/manual-essa-19-

eng/ (Appendix A: manual) and https://www.miqagruppen.org/pdf/

manualer-protokoll/protocol-essa-19-eng/ (Appendix B: protocol).

2.3 | Training of raters and codings of supervision
sessions

Three coders from MIQA worked with the codings of the 35 man-

ual-based 30 min long supervision recordings. First, in order to pro-

mote a common understanding of the instrument, the coders

received three half-days of formal training focused on the ESSA

manual, plus half a day of independent coding tasks practices.

Then, 6 months later, partly due to poor inter-rater agreement fol-

lowing the first training, the same three coders received three addi-

tional full days of training. The additional training included a

repetition of the ESSA manual, intertwined with group coding tasks

practices. Following the first training, the three coders indepen-

dently coded a random sample of 20 recordings. Following the

second training, the three coders independently coded the remain-

ing 15 recordings. During all these codings, the coders were pro-

vided with the ESSA manual. If the supervision sessions were a

couple of minutes longer than 30 min, the first 30 min of the

recordings were coded.

TABLE 1 The three coders inter-rater reliability after the first and
the second training (n = number of recordings)

ESSA variable ICC 1(n = 20) ICC 2(n = 15)

Objective monitoringa .61 .77

Educatingb .77 .67

Promptingc .65 .68

Modelling skillsd .51 .18

Eliciting skills or potentialse .87 .73

Positive feedbackf .56 .68

Corrective feedbackg .75 .87

Other utterancesh .40 .19

Structures and directsi .26 .30

Specifies a training focusj .09 .23

Performs active trainingk .53 .72

Promotes a learning environmentl .02 .44

Abbreviations: ESSA, The Evaluation of Supervisory Skills and Adherence

manual; ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient.
aWhen the supervisor refers to actual behaviours in some form.
bWhen the supervisor provides method-related knowledge.
cWhen the supervisor nudges the supervisee in the right direction.
dWhen the supervisor provides demonstrations of skills.
eSupervisors questions in order to promote self-reflection in areas of

proficiency.
fWhen the supervisor verbally reinforces supervisee behaviours.
gWhen the supervisor highlights behaviours that can be improved.
hAll supervisor utterances that do not fall under any other category.
iHow the supervisor directs the session structure and content.
jHow the supervisor clarifies and organizes supervisee practice.
kHow the supervisor performs active leaning activities.
lHow the supervisor works with the supervisees sense of competence,

intention to use the method, and aspiration to continuously develop and

improve.

1944 BECKMAN ET AL.
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2.4 | Data analysis

Descriptive statistics were generated and presented as means (SD,

range) for the frequencies of strategies and techniques used by the

supervisors at the two assessment points. Cronbach's alpha was used

to calculate internal consistency of the Global Supervisor Behaviours

subscale. Since the items on the Specific Supervisor Behaviours sub-

scale reflect the frequency of supervisors' utterances (i.e., are not part

of an underlying construct), internal consistency was not calculated

across these items. The inter-rater agreements of the ESSA codings

were estimated by calculating intraclass correlations (ICCs), inserting

single measures and employing the two-way mixed model with abso-

lute agreement. The ICCs were interpreted according to the recom-

mendations of Koo and Li (2016): <0.50 as poor; 0.50–0.75 as

moderate; 0.75–0.90 as good; and >0.90 as excellent. All analyses

were performed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences

(version 25, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Internal consistency and inter-rater reliability

The internal consistency across the Global Supervisor Behaviours sub-

scale was acceptable at both assessment points: α = 0.70 after the

first training, and α = 0.71 after the second training. All inter-rater

reliability estimates are presented in Table 1. After the first training,

four of the 12 items were in the poor range, five were in the moderate

range, and three were in the good range. After the second training, all

frequency counts were in the moderate to good range, except for two

that were in the poor range; inter-rater reliability for one of the four

global measures was in the moderate range, and three were in the

poor range.

3.2 | Strategies and techniques practiced by the
supervisors at the two assessment points

The strategies and techniques practiced by the supervisors are pre-

sented in Table 2. During both assessment points, the skills most fre-

quently practiced by the supervisors were Eliciting Skills or Potentials,

followed by Objective Monitoring, Prompting, Positive Feedback and

Other Utterances. The skills least frequently practiced were Modelling

Skills, followed by Educating. These two skills, together with Corrective

Feedback, were also the only three skills absent in one or more ses-

sions. As for the Global Behaviours, the ranges were somewhat limited

for three out of four variables at the first assessment, and all means,

except for Structures and Directs at the first assessment, were in

between three and four.

4 | DISCUSSION

The primary aim of the current study was to test the internal consis-

tency and inter-rater reliability of the ESSA manual, and to describe

the strategies and techniques used by the supervisors in a Swedish MI

implementation study. The internal consistency across the four Global

Supervisor Behaviours was acceptable at both assessment points. After

the second training, the inter-rater reliability was in the moderate

range for one of the Global Supervisor Behaviours, and three were in

TABLE 2 Strategies and techniques
practiced by the 10 supervisors at the
two assessment points (n = number of
recordings)

ESSA variable

Assessment 1(n = 20) Assessment 2(n = 15)

Means (SD) Min-max Means (SD) Min-max

Specific supervisor behaviours (counts)

Objective monitoring 10.9 (2.9) 5.0–18.0 11.0 (4.1) 4.0–20.0

Educating 7.4 (3.9) 2.0–19.0 7.1 (4.0) 0.0–16.0

Prompting 11.6 (4.9) 1.0–28.0 13.0 (4.5) 5.0–25.0

Modelling skills 0.6 (0.9) 0.0–4.0 1.1 (1.0) 0.0–7.0

Eliciting skills or potentials 15.0 (4.9) 6.0–26.0 15.3 (3.8) 5.0–22.0

Positive feedback 13.2 (4.2) 6.0–28.0 11.7 (3.7) 5.0–19.0

Corrective feedback 3.1 (2.2) 0.0–10.0 4.2 (3.6) 0.0–16.0

Other utterances 11.9 (3.2) 6.0–24.0 11.5 (3.2) 3.0–26.0

Global supervisor behaviours (1–5)

Structures and directs 2.6 (0.9) 1.0–4.0 3.4 (0.4) 1.0–5.0

Specifies a training focus 3.8 (0.4) 2.0–5.0 3.7 (0.5) 1.0–5.0

Performs active training 3.3 (0.9) 1.0–5.0 3.5 (1.2) 1.0–5.0

Promotes a learning environment 3.8 (0.5) 2.0–5.0 3.8 (0.7) 1.0–5.0

Abbreviations: ESSA, The Evaluation of Supervisory Skills and Adherence manual; SD, standard deviation.

BECKMAN ET AL. 1945
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the poor range. As for the Specific Supervisor Behaviours, the inter-

rater reliabilities for all frequency counts were in the moderate to

good range, except for two that were in the poor range.

4.1 | Internal consistency and inter-rater reliability

The internal consistency for the Global Supervisor Behaviours was

acceptable, suggesting that the four variables are related to each

other and at the same time contribute unique information

(Sijtsma, 2009). However, in line with previous research on the rela-

tive difficulty of achieving reliable codings for global scales (Gill

et al., 2019; Kramer Schmidt et al., 2019; van der van der Vleuten

et al., 2010), only one of the four Global Supervisor Behaviours

(i.e., Performs Active Training) reached the moderate range. Yet, the

ICC for the Global Supervisor Behaviours improved overall after training

two. Possibly, revising the global variables and extended or more

effective training could have made the coders more reliable. However,

the low ICC could also reflect the lack of global variable variability

(Koo & Li, 2016): The range was somewhat restricted for three of the

Global Supervisor Behaviours at the first assessment, and the mean was

between three and four for all four variables at both assessment

points except for Structures and Directs at the first assessment. This

lack of variability could be explained by the study's highly trained

supervisors, who also followed a strict manual (Beckman, Forsberg,

et al., 2017b). A more heterogeneous sample might thus have pro-

duced a more reliable result for the Global Supervisor Behaviours.

As for the Specific Supervisor Behaviours, the coders' inter-rater

reliability scores also improved overall after the second training. Other

Utterances and Modelling Skills were the Specific Behaviours with low-

est ICC after both trainings. This result is somewhat expected for

Other Utterances, as it is the category for all supervisor utterances dur-

ing the session that are not sorted into any other category (please see

Appendix A). With such a mixture of form and content

(e.g., statements, questions, reflections, information, instructions and

agreements), single utterances can easily be missed. The form and

content mixture also makes that category less significant. Still, a cate-

gory for each utterance can keep the coders focused and thereby pro-

mote coding, as opposed to having some of the utterances not sorted

into any category. The poor results for Modelling Skills are more unpre-

dicted and noteworthy. This category is used when the supervisors

provide demonstrations of skills for the supervisees to learn from

(please see Appendix A). One explanation may be that the supervisors'

demonstration of skills during role-plays differed from the more subtle

demonstrations during other parts of the supervision sessions, which

could possibly be better captured with either a revision of the manual

or expanded and more effective training of coders. Additionally,

Modelling Skills was also the least frequent Specific Behaviour at both

assessment points, which could have made that category difficult to

code reliably. Sometimes called a micro-skill, modelling is one of the

active learning techniques proposed to promote supervisees' learning

(Bailin et al., 2018; Bearman et al., 2017; Caron et al., 2021). Model-

ling has also, together with role-play, predicted fidelity in an EBP

implementation study (Bearman et al., 2013; Caron et al., 2021), and,

together with role-play and corrective feedback, increased CBT fidel-

ity and competence in a controlled experiment (Bearman et al., 2017).

However, in another recent study of 162 supervision sessions involv-

ing 27 therapists, modelling did not increase therapists' own active

learning processes (Caron et al., 2021).

4.2 | Strategies and techniques practiced by the
supervisors

Eliciting Skills or Potentials was the most common Specific Supervisor

Behaviour at both assessment points, followed by Prompting, Positive

Feedback and Objective Monitoring. This shows that the supervisors

closely followed the manual. More surprising was the low levels of

Modelling Skills and Corrective Feedback, as also these behaviours were

clearly defined in the supervision manual. However, the ICC for

Modelling Skills was in the poor range after the second training, since

one of the coders consistently coded more of that category. The

lower levels of Corrective Feedback are consistent with previous find-

ings on supervisors withholding corrective feedback to avoid negative

supervisee reactions (Bailin et al., 2018; Beckman et al., 2019). How-

ever, performance-related feedback has shown to be an effective

supervisor skill in both clinical practice (Bailin et al., 2018; Bradley &

Becker, 2021; Caron et al., 2021; Ivers et al., 2012) and other organi-

zational settings (Sleiman et al., 2020). Additional findings show that

supervisees can handle corrective feedback well and that it does not

negatively affect the supervisor–supervisee working alliance or super-

visee skill acquisition (Beckman et al., 2019, 2021; Ellis, 2010; Ladany

et al., 2013). Objective Monitoring is as another important feature of

clinical supervision as it promotes accurate and specific assessment of

supervisee behaviour (Bailin et al., 2018; Caron et al., 2021). Weak

correlations between practitioners and observers have been shown in

both manualized research treatments and routine practices (Hogue

et al., 2015). Preliminary findings also point to objective feedback

based on monitoring of sessions as an effective supervision

component for facilitating supervisee learning (Bearman et al., 2017;

Caron et al., 2021; Caron & Dozier, 2019; Eiraldi et al., 2018; Martino

et al., 2016; Webster-Stratton et al., 2014; Weck et al., 2017). The

fact that the behaviours Eliciting Skills or Potentials, Prompting and

Positive Feedback were all more frequent behaviours than Education

indicates that the supervisors conducted the supervision sessions in a

manner consistent with MI. An MI approach to supervision has the

advantage of relying on theoretical principles and empirical knowledge

of factors facilitating behaviour change and is also consistent with

proposed components of the supervisory relationship (Beckman,

Bohman, et al., 2017a). One last interesting thing to note

regarding the Specific Supervisor Behaviours is the limited number of

behaviours coded in the category Other Utterances—only 16.1% of the

behaviours at the first assessment, and 15.3% at the second, fell

outside the classified categories. However, as the ICC for Other Utter-

ances was in the poor range, this result too must be interpreted with

caution.

1946 BECKMAN ET AL.
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For the Global Supervisor Behaviours, the range was somewhat

restricted and the mean was between three and four for almost all

measures, which again shows that the supervisors followed the man-

ual. However, after the second training, only Performs Active Training

was in the moderate range, and the remaining three categories were

in the poor range, so also these results must, again, be interpreted

with caution.

4.3 | Strengths and limitations

This study tested the internal consistency and inter-rater reliability of

a supervisor assessment tool that includes both global measures and

frequency counts of behaviour—two essential aspects of supervisory

competence. However, ESSA does not include all competencies listed

in current frameworks (i.e., normative/managerial, formative/peda-

gogical, and restorative/supportive). Instead, ESSA focuses on how

supervisors conducts supervision during sessions. Since there are no

other established validated global and frequency counts measures of

supervisor behaviour, a concurrent validity test could not be con-

ducted. Moreover, the small sample size of the current study did not

allow for the relationship between items to be examined in a factor

analysis. Another limitation of the present study is that all supervision

session where provided by highly trained MI supervisors following a

strict manual (Beckman, Forsberg, et al., 2017b), which might be diffi-

cult to replicate and could limit the generalizability of the findings.

Future research should use a larger sample and a wider supervision

context (e.g., CBT supervision) to provide additional psychometric

validation.

4.4 | Conclusions

Supervision is an essential part of therapist training and is thus also

a fundamental part of implementing EBPs. However, despite recent

years' conceptualization of supervisor competence, there is still a

shortage of valid and reliable instruments for objective assessment

of supervision competence that include both global measures and

frequency counts of behaviour. Competence measures that include

frequency counts could also be used as self-assessment tools for

supervisors, as a way to learn to more accurately estimate levels of

adherence and competence following supervision training and prac-

tice. Caron and Dozier (2021) explored therapists' self-assessment

of practice and argued that behaviour-based coding likely promotes

reliability and reduces self-enhancement biases of one's own

performance. This could also be an interesting future direction for

supervision research. In any case, a prerequisite for determining spe-

cific supervisor skills central to the development of therapist skills,

teaching these skills to supervisors in an efficient way and

performing quality assurance of supervision sessions is to create

instruments that can measure these behaviours. This study is a step

in that direction.
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